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Supplementary Figures

Supplemental Figure S1: Abundances were set in relation to the highest peak in the mass spectrum (relative abundance). 
a) Overlay of QQQ mass spectra at 14.6 min corresponding to the early peak of candidate 541, recorded from an NLS of a 
hydrolysate of unlabelled (grey) or labelled (13C = red, 15N = blue, 34S = yellow) E. coli tRNA. b) QQQ NLS mass spectrum for 
the peak at 14.6 min, recorded from hydrolysed E. coli tRNA isolated from a 15N-labelled culture that was supplemented with 
14N-uridine and displayed for candidate 541. c) Total ion chromatogram (TIC) obtained from the product ion scan for the 
precursor ion with m/z 409, resulting from in-source fragmentation of candidate 541. For this analysis, a sample of hydrolysed 
E. coli tRNA, enriched for candidate 541 (collection of a fraction in the time frame of the early peak) was used. The dotted 
frame in green highlights the signal corresponding to candidate 541. d) Overlay of QQQ mass spectra at 14.6 min 
corresponding to the early peak of candidate 557, recorded and displayed as described in a). e) QQQ NLS mass spectrum for 
the peak at 14.6 min for the sample described in b), displayed for candidate 557. f) TIC obtained from the product ion scan 
for the precursor ion with m/z 425, resulting from in-source fragmentation of candidate 557. A sample of hydrolysed E. coli 
tRNA, enriched for candidate 557 (collection of a fraction in the time frame of the early peak) was used. The dotted frame in 
green highlights the signals corresponding to candidate 557.
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Supplemental Figure S2: QQQ NLS mass spectra of the candidate at the early retention time 14.6 min (a) and the late 
retention time 25.7 min (b), recorded from an NLS of unlabelled E. coli tRNA hydrolysate. The dashed line marks the threshold 
of 103 which was used as a filter criterion during generation of the dataset of potentially new ribonucleosides.

Supplemental Figure S3: Merged extracted ion chromatograms (m/z 557 → 425) for reinjection of the separately collected 
early (light green) and the late (dark green) peak. 
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NMR Spectra 

1H-NMR spectrum of the s4U dimer (600 MHz, DMSO-d6).

13C-NMR spectrum of the s4U dimer (151 MHz, DMSO-d6).


